DONORS

CURTIS INSTITUTE OF MUSIC

2016-17
LIFETIME DONORS $1 MILLION AND ABOVE

We extend our deepest gratitude to the generous donors whose cumulative giving to the Curtis Institute of Music exceeds $1 million. These individuals and organizations set an inspiring example of leadership and extraordinary philanthropy, and we are grateful for their enduring support. (List complete as of May 31, 2017.)

Anonymous
Nina and Billy Albert
The Allerton Foundation
The Annenberg Foundation
Herbert R.+ and Evelyn Axelrod
Maryjane Mayhew Barton*+
Mrs. Cary William Bok
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
Vera D. Bruestle+
William D. Burns*+
Ernestine Bacon Cairns Trust
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
L. Daniel Dannenbaum+ and Katherine Hall
Daniel W. Dietrich II Foundation
Joseph*+ and Yvonne*+ Druian
Lester L.+ and Judith M.+ Eisner
Joseph and Marie Field
Fondation Charidu/Nina Baroness von Maltzahn
The Edwin B. Garrigues Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Bruce Jay Gould, M.D.
Haas Charitable Trusts
Edna L. Harkness*+
Rita E. and Gustave M. Hauser
Ruth Duskin Heller+
Alan and Nancy Hirsig
William and Nina Hollis Foundation
The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Lester Lanin+
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Gie and Lisa Liem◊
Sueyun and Gene Locks
Markow-Totevy Foundation
Betty and James Matarese
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
J. J. Medveckis Foundation
Neubauer Family Foundation
Nina Maria Arts and Culture Foundation
William Penn Foundation
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Suzanne Hanson Poole*+
The Presser Foundation
Dr. Milton L. Rock
Aaron Rosand*
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
H. Shaw Roberts Scholl+
David*+ and Jane+ Schwartz
Arthur+ and Hilda+ Stander
Dorothy Richard Starling Foundation
Penelope P. Watkins
The Helen F. Whitaker Fund
Ruth W.+ and A. Morris Williams Jr.
L. Lee Winston+
Jack Wolgin+
Mary Louise Curtis Bok Zimbalist+

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased
LEADERSHIP SUPPORT

We recognize the following donors for their exceptional combined gifts, including donations toward the Curtis Annual Fund, endowed funds, the gala, and special projects. Their leadership support is vital to Curtis’s ability to deliver an unmatched education to the world’s most gifted young musicians. (*List includes gifts or pledges made between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017.*)

**$100,000 or more**
- Anonymous
- Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
- Daniel W. Dietrich II Foundation
- Joseph and Marie Field
- Fondation Charidu/Nina Baroness von Maltzahn
- Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
- Rita E. Hauser and Gustave M. Hauser
- Lewis H. Izumi
- The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
- H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
- Sandy and David Marshall
- John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
- Bob and Guna Mundheim
- Nina Maria Arts and Culture Foundation
- The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage
- Dorothy Posel
- Mark and Robin Rubenstein
- L. Lee Winston
- Ralph Zuckerman

**$50,000 to $99,999**
- Anonymous (2)
- Vivienne K. Blanc
- The Edwin B. Garrigues Foundation
- The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
- Emilio A. Gravagno and Carole Haas Gravagno
- The Joan and Irwin Jacobs Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
- Gie and Lisa Liem
- Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency
- Harold and Helene Schönberg Pianist Scholarship Trust
- Philip and Eli Taylor/Invesco, Ltd.
- Thomas and Patricia Vernon
- Penelope and Tom Watkins
- Wyncote Foundation

**$25,000 to $49,999**
- Anonymous (2)
- Ernestine Bacon Cairns Trust
- Cooke & Bieler, L.P.
- Anthony B. Creamer III
- Maude de Schauensee
- Burton Fine and Susan Miron
- Sidney E. Frank Foundation
- Deborah M. Fretz
- Wayne and Wilhelmina Hardee
- Pamela and James Hill
- Hittle, Callaghan & Co.
- Sylvia W. Kauders
- Marcia H. Kraus
- Seymour Lipkin
- Samuel P. Mandell Foundation
- James and Betty Matarese
- Susan and Frank Mechura
- John J. Medveckis
- Laura and Kenneth Mitchell
- National Endowment for the Arts
- Paul Pardys, D.D.S.
- Park Foundation
- Robert and Lynne Pollack
- Scott and Cynthia Schumacker
- David and Jane Schwartz
- Jean and Gene Stark
- William R. Stensrud
- Jay H. Tolson
- Wells Fargo

**$10,000 to $24,999**
- Anonymous
- Nina and Billy Albert
- Tobe Amsterdam
- ArtistYear
- Ruth T. Baker
- Frank S. Bayley
- BNP Paribas
- Luther W. Brady, M.D.
- Lois and Julian Brodsky
- William R. Brody
- Bill and Laura Buck

- Robert J. Carwethen
- Nicholas D. Constan Jr.
- Crown Holdings, Inc.
- Caroline Cunningham
- Susan Dewar DeCamp
- Dolinger-McMahon Foundation
- Gordon and Patricia Fowler
- Allen R. and Judy Brick Freedman
- Theodore and Ingrid Friedmann
- Charitable Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of the U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
- Melvin A. Gang
- Sonia Raiziss Giop Charitable Foundation
- Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg
- Harry Griendling
- Marcy Gringlas and Joel Greenberg/Seed the Dream Foundation
- Casiana R. Hilton
- Alan and Nancy Hirshig
- William A. Horn
- Syde Hurdus Foundation, Inc.
- Linda E. Johnson
- Dr. and Mrs. Hratch Kasparian
- The Leroy E. Kean Family Foundation
- Caroline and Sidney Kimmel
- Mary M. Lane
- Drs. Bong S. and Mi-Wha Lee
- Fran and Leon Levy
- Carol and Howard Lidz
- Sueyun and Gene Locks
- Christina Weiss Lurie
- Patrick McCabe
- Frank and Rebecca Meyer
- Marjorie Miller
- Sandra Miller and Wayne Olson
- The Leo Model Foundation
- Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
- Alan Morrison
- Rosalind and Roy Neff
- C. Richard Neu
- Virginia L. Ambrosini, M.D.
- Jeanette Lerman-Neubauer and Joe Neubauer

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased  < Crescendo Club member
The Philadelphia Cultural Fund
PMC Property Group, Inc.
PNC
Linda A. Richardson
Suzanne Roberts Cultural
  Development Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Milton L. Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Rock
Gianna Rolandi Davis*
Eileen Rosenau
Jerry G. and Bernice Rubenstein
Brett Rubinson
Chiona Schwarz
Rebecca and Daniel Shapiro<
Shearman & Sterling LLP
Happy and Sam Shipley
John Andrew Shrader+ and Jean Shrader
Leon C. Sunstein Jr.
The Scholler Foundation
Dr. Bettyruth Walter
A. Morris Williams Jr.
Ann Woodward*

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased  < Crescendo Club member
SPECIAL GIFTS

We gratefully acknowledge the following donors for their gifts in support of capital expenses, the endowment, and special projects at Curtis, as well as for their gifts of instruments and other in-kind donations. These gifts enable strategic initiatives and other special projects to unfold for the benefit of current students and generations to come. (List includes gifts or pledges made between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017.)

Capital and Property
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Mark and Robin Rubenstein

Endowment
Anonymous
Tobe Amsterdam
Joan French Baumel+
Audrey L. Belt+
Vivienne K. Blanc+
Daniel W. Dietrich II Foundation
Joseph and Marie Field
Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
Theodore and Ingrid Friedmann
Charitable Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of the U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
Lewis H. Izumi*+, in memory of Isabelle Vengerova
Sylvia W. Kauders+
The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
Nina Maria Arts and Culture Foundation
Paul Pardys, D.D.S.+
Dorothy Posel
Contance Russell Rachlin*+
Louis and Val Rossman
Alberta F. Schmal+
David*+ and Jane+ Schwartz
Arlene and Irving+ Tashlick
Thomas and Patricia Vernon
L. Lee Winston+, in memory of Reamur and Mary Corrin Winston

Special Projects and Activities
Anonymous (3)
ArtistYear
Fondation Charidu/Nina Baroness von Malzahn
Bernice E. Greene
Rita E. Hauser and Gustave M. Hauser
N. Nicholas and Karen Hendershot, in honor of Bryan Anderson* and Patrick Kreeger*
Marina Kats, Esq.
The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
Gie and Lisa Liem◊
Samuel P. Mandell Foundation
Patrick McCabe
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
National Endowment for the Arts
Linda A. Richardson, in memory of Paul Richardson
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Charles W. Salinger*, in memory of Amelia Gigliotti
Francoise Stone
Wells Fargo

Instruments
Caroline Cunningham
Emilio A. Gravagno*+
Marcia H. Kraus
Seymour Lipkin*+
Marjorie Miller
Susan Miron
Alan Morrison*
John Andrew Shrader+ and Jean Shrader
Ralph Zuckerman+

In-Kind
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
Pauline Candaux and Solomon Katz
D’Addario Foundation
Gail Ehrlich
Phyllis Gottlieb
Jacobs Music Company
Danis Kelly*
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Fran and Leon Levy
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Raymond L. Shapiro
Evy and Marc Simon
Ivana Vavra
Ellen Werner

* alumnus/alumna    ◊ Curtis parent    + deceased
THE CURTIS ANNUAL FUND

We gratefully acknowledge the following individuals for their annual gifts to Curtis. Annual gifts are essential to Curtis’s continued success, making a world-class education possible for our talented students. (List includes gifts or pledges made between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017.)

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI SOCIETY

Chair's Performance Circle
$50,000 and above
Joseph and Marie Field
The Joan and Irwin Jacobs Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
H. F. “Gerry” and Marguerite Lenfest
Gie and Lisa Liem
Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Philip and Eli Taylor
Nina Baroness von Maltzahn

Commissioning Circle
$35,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer
Pamela and James Hill
John H. McFadden and Lisa D. Kabnick
Laura and Kenneth Mitchell
William R. Stensrud
Penelope and Tom Watkins

President’s Circle
$25,000 to $34,999
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz
Maude de Schauensee
Wayne and Wilhelmina Hardee
Susan and Frank Mechura
Bob and Guna Mundheim
Robert and Lynne Pollack
Scott and Cynthia Schumacker, in honor of Roberto Diaz
Jean and Gene Stark
Jay H. Tolson

Faculty Artist Circle
$15,000 to $24,999
Nina and Billy Albert
Ruth T. Baker, in memory of Julius Baker
Frank S. Bayley
Lois and Julian Brodsky
William R. Brody

Anthony B. Creamer III
Gordon and Patricia Fowler
Allen R. and Judy Brick Freedman
Deborah M. Fretz
Alan and Nancy Hirsig
William A. Horn*, M.D., in honor of Eleanor Sokoloff
Linda E. Johnson
Christina Weiss Lurie
James and Betty Matarase
John J. Medveckis
Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
Rosalind and Roy Neff
C. Richard Neu and
Virginia L. Ambrosini, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Rock
Chiona Schwarz
Happy and Sam Shipley
Leon C. Sunstein Jr.
Thomas and Patricia Vernon

Fellowship Circle
$10,000 to $14,999
Anonymous
Laura and Bill Buck, in honor of Roberto Diaz
Robert J. Carwithen*
The CHG Charitable Trust
Nicholas D. Constan Jr.
Susan Dewar DeCamp, in memory of Arthur G. Dewar
Melvin A. Gang
Harry Friedling
Marcy Gringlas and Joel Greenberg
Casiana R. Hilton
Dr. and Mrs. Hratch Kasparian
The Leroy E. Kean Family Foundation
Mary M. Lane
Fran and Leon Levy
Carol and Howard Lidz
Sueyun and Gene Locks
Sandra Miller* and Wayne Olson
Suzanne Roberts Cultural Development Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Milton L. Rock
Gianna Rolandi (Davis)*
Eileen Rosenau, in memory of John Price
Jerry G. and Bernice Rubenstein
Rebecca and Daniel Shapiro<
Dr. Bettyruth Walter, in memory of Donald J. Goldberg
Ruth W. + and A. Morris Williams Jr.
Ann Woodward*

Gold Circle
$5,000 to $9,999
Edith W. “Bonnie” Barnes
Carol and Horace Barsh, in honor of Mark Rubenstein
Peter A. Benoliel and Willo Carey
Mr. and Mrs. Derek Bok
Luther W. Brady, M.D.
Elia D. Buck
Pauline Candaux and Solomon Katz, in honor of Tony and DeDe Brown
Ellen and Ronald Caplan
Nicky B. Carpenter
Curtis Alumni in Korea*
Curtis Parents in Korea◊
Roberto Diaz* and Elissa Lee Koljonen*
Edna F. Dick, in memory of Jennifer Higdon*
Bruce and Deborah Duncan Foundation
Gail Ehrlich, in memory of George E. Ehrlich
Mary Lou Falcone*
Peter and Pamela Freyd
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome R. Glickman
Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg, in honor of Gary* and Naomi Graffman
Blake W. Hinson*

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
Marsha Hunter* and Brian K. Johnson
Ken Hutchins, in honor of Elizabeth Hainen and Yumi Kendall*
Andrew Jacobs* and Katherine Park
Scott and Yardly Jenkins
Dr. Robert and Lois G.* Jungas
Plato S.* and Dorothy Krebill* Karayanis
Robin and Kathie Ledwith
Drs. Bong S. and Mi-Wha Lee
The Honorable and Mrs. Jan M. Lodal
Frank and Rebecca Meyer
Joan M. Moran
Ron and Barbara Nelson,
  in memory of Eugene Ormandy
  and Vladimir Horowitz
James O’Neill and David Rubin
Neil Oxman, in memory of
  Richard A. Duran
William H. Roberts, Esq.
Dr. Sevgi B. Rodan, in memory of
  Dr. Gideon A. Rodan
Brett Rubinson
Shirlee S. Schachtel, in memory of
  Walter Schachtel
Cecilia Segawa Seigle
Bonnie and Harris Sklar
Richard and Amanda Smoot
Charles and Alison Townsend
Peggy and Ellis+ Wachs
Carol A. Westfall

Silver Circle
$2,500 to $4,999
Anonymous
Tobe Amsterdam
Carolyn and Arthur K. Asbury, M.D.
Eileen Baird
Rebecca Bien and David S. Poll, M.D.◊
Lois Boyce, in memory of Bruce C. Boyce
Lillian and Robert Brent, in memory of
  Jimmy Brent
DeDe and Tony Brown, in honor of
  Eleanor Sokolof◊
David Camp and Gwen Borowsky
Mary Carr, in memory of Chuck Carr
Jie Chen*
Louise and Harris Clearfield
Carol and Stuart Cohn
Laura and Edward Crawford◊
Peter S. Cressman
Susan* and Conrad De Jong Fund,
  Santa Fe Community Foundation
Carolyn N. and Joseph M. Evans Jr.
Sally and Michael Feder◊
Ben and Julia Folk◊
Penny and Bob Fox
Barbara Freed, Ph.D., and
  Alan Mittelman, Esq.
Diane and Robert L. Freedman
Catherine French
Joe and Kathy Gallagher
Judith and Marvin Garfinkel
Philipp and Mary W. Gerdes◊
Susan L. Graham and Michael A. Harrison
Joanne T. Greenspun
Nancy S. Halpern
Dr. and Mrs. Frederic H. Honigman,
  in honor of William Short* and
  Katherine Jordan*
Wanchi Huang* and Shiun Lee
Victoria Kaplan and Peter Dachowski
Arlan and Bruce Kardon, in honor of
  Barb Silver
Lawrence and Toba Kerson
Bob Kipp
Raymond and Carol Kujawa
Bernice and Howard Levinson
Florence Levy, in memory of Milton Levy
Kristen and Matthew Loden
William A. Loeb
David Ludwig* and Bella Hristova<,
  in memory of Stephanie Yen-Mun
Liem Azar*
Madelyn Mignatti
C. Justin Miller*
Linda and Laddie Montague,
  in honor of Susan Goldberg and
  the Horwitz Piano Master Class
Gina Montana and Jason Aulakh<
Alan Morrison*, in honor of
  Lisa and Gie Liem◊
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Morrison◊
Robert E. Mortensen
Barbara Moskow*, in honor of
  Eleanor Sokolof◊
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nyheim
W. Gresham O’Malley III†,
  in memory of Shaun F. O’Malley
Rose Paul
Ruth Perlmuter
Vivian W. Piasecki, in honor of
  Penny Watkins
Stephanie Shirvan Pious and Charles
  Pious, in memory of Harriet Shirvan*

Bronze Circle
$1,250 to $2,499
Carole and Arnold Bailis, in memory of
  Bob Isseks
Cheryl* and Eric Baranes, in honor of
  Thomas Jaber*
Lynda Barnes
Catherine and Eric Barr◊, in memory of
  Charles Barr*
Steven W. Bass, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce P. Bengtson
Robin Bernstein
Charlotte H. Biddle
Ellen and Bob Bildersee
Victoria Bok and DeWitt C. Jones IV
Larry and Coren Bomback
Dr. Richard Branton
Robert Bryan and Julie Jensen

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased  < Crescendo Club member
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Buck III
Joan Chait
Anthony P. Checchia* and Benita Valente*
Scott and Nelly Childress
Nick and Kathleen Chimicles
Karen Clark, in honor of Barbara Silver and in memory of Fred Clark
Dr. D. Walter Cohen
Ms. Barbara B. Collier
Dianne and Don Cooney
Frank and Margery Cooper
Richard L. Cummins*, in memory of Alexander McCurdy*
Julie P. Curson
Susan P. Davidson and John V. R. Bull
Lee de Rham
Dorothy J. del Bueno
Frederic Dittmann
Thomas R. Dougherty
Jonas and Susan Ellenberg
Arthur F. Ferguson
Stacy and Bayard Fiechter
Judith and Daniel Francis, in memory of Esther M. Klein
Beverly Werner Freeman
Ellen Phillips Frohnmaier*, in memory of Dino Yannopoulos
Karen S. and John R. Fulton III
Susan M. Garber and Edward S. Brown
George and Pooh Gephart
William and Inger G. Ginsberg
Bruce Jay Gould, M.D.
Gary* and Naomi Graffman, in memory of Lilian Kallir◊ and Claude Frank◊
Jack and Helaine Greenberg
Adele Aron Greenspun, in memory of Dr. Bertram Greenspun
Richard and Libby Hafter, in memory of Bernad Guth
Kate Hall, in memory of L. Daniel Dannenbaum
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Heinzen
L. Harvey Hewit and Janet Kardon
Mr. Dennis Hummel
Michele G. Hyk-Farlow
Claire B. Kaiser and John “Rex” Kaiser Charitable Fund, a Donor Advised Fund of the U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
Judy and Maurice Kaplow
Donald and Dorothy Kardon
Ida Kavafian and Steven Tenenbom*, in memory of Oscar Shumsky*
Erin Keefe*
Jan and Bob Keefe◊, in honor of Erin Keefe*
Gilbert and Rebecca Kerlin
Jane and Jim Knox◊
John A. and Catherine M. Koten Foundation
Christa R. Kramer, in memory of Arnold Kramer
Ruth and Peter Laibson
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Laudenbach
Mark Lauretig and Susan Morgenstern◊
Ronald Leonard*, in memory of Leonard Rose*
Michele Levin*, in memory of Seymour Lipkin* and Joseph Silverstein*
Elaine Levitt
Winnie and Eric Lien
Allison Nelson Loebbaka*
Sharon and Frank Lorenzo
Joan W. Mackie
Matthew Malinowski and Dr. C. William Lentz<
Lynn and Joe Manko, in memory of Vivian Manko and Harry Bach
Georges Markow-Totev
Daniel Matsukawa*, in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Cornelia B. McCann
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. McCarthy
Brian and JoAnna McCullough◊, in honor of Mikael Eliasen
Anthony McGill*, in memory of Donald Montanaro◊
Joseph and Jeanne McGinn, in memory of Joan Hurton Landis
Carol and Steven Meister
Christopher Millard*, in memory of Sol Schoenbach
Mark+ and Barbara Mishkin
Linda G. Mitchell and David M. Doret
Genie and James Murphy
Kathleen Nelson and John Kromer
Barbara and Sheldon Novack
Eric Owens*
Zoë Pappas
Drs. Stephen C. Peiper and Zixuan Wang
James A. Perrin
John W. Pilgrim◊
Merle Raab
Catherine and Michael Radbill
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Rash, in memory of Reba Robinson Cannon*
Jay and Gretchen Riley
Constance Benoliel Rock
F. L. Rodgers Family Fund
Dr. Harry Rosenthal
Fred and Meryle Rothman
Michael Rusinek* and Nancy Goeres, in memory of Donald Montanaro*
John Ryan and Mary Gregg
Erin and Adam Sammis
Katie and Tony Schaeffer
Ken Schoenholz and Jace Stern
Pamela and Alan Schreiber
Gay E. Scott
Nina Segre and Frank F. Furstenberg
Steven P. Singer, M.D. and Alan Salzman, M.D.
Mark Russell Smith* and Ellen Dinwiddie Smith*, in memory of Max Rudolf and in honor of Myron Bloom
Shirley and Cecil Smith
Harold and Emily Starr◊
Ellen J. Steiner
Martin P. Stepper*, in memory of Carol K. Stepper
Charles Sterne III and Eileen Marolla
Ronald V. and Patricia Judd* Stone
Gaynor Strickler
Judith A. Sullivan, in memory of Stephanie Liem Azar*
Lawrence Tarlow*
Drs. Theresa Thomas and Alexander Kent◊
Stanford Thompson*, in memory of Emilio Gravagno* and Marcus Goldsmith Thompson
Laurie Wagman, in memory of Irvin J. Borowsky
Judith Wagner
William Walker and Koichi Tasa
Sam and Elizabeth Warshawer
Robert Weiner
Lenore Weinstein, in memory of Louis Weinstein
Ellen Werner, in memory of Seymour Lipkin*
Eloise Wood
Michael and Sue Ellen Young
Marion Zarzeczna*
FRIENDS OF CURTIS

Composer’s Circle
$500 to $1,249
Anonymous (2)
Anonymous, in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Anonymous, in memory of Dale White
Nan Alderson
Peggy Allen*
Greg and Nan Anderson◊, in honor of Ida Kavafian and Steven Tenenbom*
Sonya Aronowitz
Steven D. Averbuch, M.D. and Rachel S. Rivest, Ph.D.
Sheryl and Allen Bar
Gary W. Barnes<
Margaret Batjer*, in memory of Ivan Galamian
Richard Belas and Judith Soltz, in honor of Pauline Candaux
Diane and Matt Billas<
Jonathan Biss*
Steven and Susan Bloom, in honor of Bob Mundheim
Joseph B. Bond
Boxmeyer Family◊, in honor of Sarah Boxmeyer*
Rebecca and Darren Bramen
Richard A. Brand, M.D.
Christina Brus<
Prof. Mary M. Burgess*, in memory of Euphemia Giannini Gregory*
Peter and Miriam Burwasser
Ruth Butterfield-Winter*
Susan W. and Cummins Catherwood Jr.
Martin* and Nancy Chalifour
Laura Park Chen*, in memory of Felix Galimir and Jascha Brodsky*
Ray Chen*, in honor of Aaron Rosand*
Sumin Chen◊
Cliffe and Cheryl Cheston
Mia Chung-Yee
Caroline Coade*, in memory of Karen Tuttle*
Barbara and Matt Cohen
Polly Cohen
Joseph H. Conyers*, in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Margaret S. Cooke
Lori and Jonathan Coopersmith
Douglas and Laurel Costa
David Cramer*
Miles B. Davis*, in memory of Roger M. Scott*
Philippe de Bros*, in memory of Dino Yannopoulos
Sandra and Michael Dean◊
Joan DeJean
Dr. and Mrs. Allan Dennis◊, in honor of Roberto Díaz*
Priscilla J. Driscoll, in honor of Curtis On Tour
Evan and Mary Ann Dunnell
Dave and Kathy Dunnewald◊
Joan Earley
Andrea and Alexander Ehrlich, M.D.
Mikael Eliassen, in honor of Marlena Malas*
Norma Fabian
Sheila Fieckowsky*
David Fisher*, in memory of Samuel Fisher
Carol Fixman and Stephen Kobrin, in memory of Ruth Williams
Gerry and Dick Fox, in honor of Mark and Robin Rubenstein
Reeder and Marion Fox
Margaret and Alan Francis◊
David and Joanne Frantz, in memory of Madeline Frantz
Harold and Elaine Friedland
Landis and Dominique Gabel
Ed Gazouleas*
Brian and Catherine Gilbert, in honor of Eileen and Patrick Murphy
John J. Givens*
Janie and Gene Goodwillie
Ben and Wendy Griswold
Patti and Peter Gulia
Kenneth and Susan Gundry
Susan Gutfrwend
Alan and Julie Halpern◊
Burt* and Julia Hara, in memory of Donald Montanaro*
Mrs. Sally Harris
Carol Hasenjager and Brian Cooley◊
Branch and Joan Heller
Dr. Jennifer Higdon* and Ms. Cheryl Lawson, in honor of Mikael Eliassen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Hoerle/
The Hoerle Foundation, in honor of the Zorá Quartet
William Hudson, in memory of Anthony Gigliotti◊
Greg Hustis*, in memory of A. Kendall Betts*
Marilou and John Hyson
Jack and Marion Jacobs◊
Roger M. Janssen*
Stephanie Jeong*
Ms. Fang-Qin Jiang and Mr. Hao-Zhou Wang
Kenny and Elyse Joseph
Uschi Joseph, in memory of Charles Joseph*
Sandra Kelly
Solbong Kim*, in honor of Lira Song◊
Jonathan Klein and Ellen Petri◊
Seth Koch and Barbara Bellman
Carl Kopfnger and Stephen Weitzenhoffer
Frederick and Elena Kyle
Dr. and Mrs. Sidney D. Lavine
Curtis and Catherine Lecce-Chong◊
Anne and Wynn Lee
Carter R. Leidy Jr.
Frank and Anita Leto
Jeff Lewis and Mary Ann Rossi
Michael Licitra
Jun-Ching Lin*
Bing Liu and Yue He◊, in honor of Robert McDonald*
Sue and Paul Lotke
Cletus P. Lyman
Talvi and Olev Maimets◊
Sandy and David Marshall
Richard and Joan Martin-Doike◊, in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Anna W. S. Matheson<
David and Lynn McCammon◊, in honor of Jack McCammon*
Evelyn McCarty*, in honor of Benita Valente*
Daniel and Jean McCoubrey
Robert McDonald*, in memory of Seymour Lipkin*
Benjamin F. Minick
Larry Molinaro*
Donald* and Margarita* Montanaro

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
William Shaw Mulherin
Patrick and Eileen Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. A. Hirotsushi Nishikawa
Raymond J. Niwa, in honor of Aaron Rosand
James Nova, in memory of Glenn Dodson
Susan Odessey
Lambert* and Janice Orkis
Alexandra Osborne*, in memory of Keith C. Osborne◊
John N. Park
Henry and Janet Peters, in honor of Sandi and Tom McCarthy
Anna Marie Ahn Petersen*
Harriet Potashnick and Marshall Levine
Raoul P. Querze*, in memory of Anthony Gigliotti◊
Cynthia Raim*
Krista G. Reichard
David Reinhardt
Christina L. Reitz, Ph.D., in honor of Dr. Jennifer Higdon* and Cheryl Lawson
Cliff and Heidi Rommel◊
Dr. and Mrs. Donald J. Rosato, M.D.
Jon A. Rossman
Dr. and Mrs. Martin Rubel
James and Carol Ruddick
John and Katherine Ryan◊
Leonard and Alice Sayles
Marianne Scharpf, in memory of Norman W. Scharpf
Alice Schmidt
Dr. Anita G. Schmukler
Renee and Martin Schultz
Mordecai Schwartz and Kathy Fisher
Yumi Ninomiya Scott*
George E. Silfies*+
The Silverman Family Fund
Mr. and Mrs. David D. Sinkler
Karen Slack*
Jeremy A. Slavin, in memory of Wayne Conner*
Joshua Smith*, in memory of Charles Barr*
Eleanor B. Sokoloff◊, in memory of Vladimir Sokoloff◊
Sam and Rosanne Spear
Susan Starr*
David and Susan Sternberg, in honor of Bob and Guna Mundheim
Edwin F. Stewart III, in honor of Stormy Bok
Mimi Stillman*, in memory of Julius Baker*
Rick Stout*
Jack Sutte*
Mary Trevor* and Max Rabinovitsj*
Charles Tuturice
Marija Ugrinich and Matthew Chiachetti<
Frances Walker Slocum*
C. J. Walsh III<
Qin Wang*, in honor of Aaron Rosand*
Janet and Steven Weinberger
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Whitesell
Kenneth and Harriet Wiseman
Drs. Dara and Hugo Woerdeman
Michael and Shelly Woolf◊, in honor of Pam Elzey
John and Brenda Wright
Lillian and Roger Youman
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore V. Yuhas
Marc Yun*
Stephen and Florence Zeller
Zhou Tian*, in honor of Jennifer Higdon*
Kathleen E. Zimmerman◊, in memory of Mark C. Zimmerman◊

Conductor’s Circle
$250 to $499
Anonymous
Edward Alley, in memory of June LeBell Alley
Joyce Arsnow
Lorie and Marvin Balistocky
Marcantonio Barone*, in honor of Eleanor Sokoloff◊
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Batastini
Joanne* and Jeff Bates, in memory of Louisa Womack*
Victoria Bayle
Joel D. Beaver
Ted and Judy Beilman◊
Julie and Henry Berkowitz, in memory of Claire S. Berkowitz
Dr. Gordon Bermant and Ms. Geri Lincoln
Jane Biberman, in memory of Tony Lyle and Jim Clark
Blair Bollinger*
Wendy and Christopher Born
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Brown
Medford J. Brown III
Jo Ann N. Buller
Kenneth Burk and Stephanie Neill
Sheila and Larry Burstein, in honor of Brandon Garbot*
Mr. and Mrs. John Mark Califf
Joseph Campagna*, in memory of G. Scott Budge◊
Robert Capanna and Cathryn Coate
William B. Carey, M.D.
Patrice Carlean-Jones◊
David◊ and Linda* Cerone, in memory of Ivan Galamian
Huifang Chen*, in memory of Jascha Brodsky*
Xuhong Cheng
Judi M. Clare
Betty Bennett Clendenning*
Alma Coefman and Roberto Cabeza◊
Gordon and Kris Cole◊
Drs. Helen and Stephen Colen, in memory of Sabina Sass and Ruth Colen
Karen and John Cunningham
Sally Weeks Currier
John L. Dale
Jeanne and Michael Dechiario<
Kimberlee A. Dengler, in memory of Clyde R. Dengler Jr.
Alice and Al Doering
Elisabeth Doolan
Gary and Denise Ebisuza<
Robert and Barbara Edwards
Stephen A. Ehrlich
Rosa and Albert Esquenazi
Henry C. Fader, Esq.
James Fairburn, in memory of Wayne W. Watson
Steven and Leslie Fayette◊
Burton Fine◊ and Susan Miron
Adriane Fink<
Paul Fishbane and Christine Magne
Drs. Barbara and Leonard Frank
Joseph P. Frank*, in memory of Robert Harlan
Fred and Diane Frankel
Marsha R. Freedman
Suzanne Friedman, in memory of Elizbeth Schmerling
Edith Evans Frumin*, in memory of Abraham M. Frumin, M.D.
Albert and Sylvia Glassman
Jessica Gockley<
Madge R. Goldman
Mary L. Goldman
Brian G. Gould and Tye Comer

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
Walter Gray*, in memory of
Orlando Cole*◊
Toby and John Harke
Hans-H. Hartleben
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Hill
Jonathan Hodgson and Andrea Knox,
in honor of Richard Woodhams*
and Katherine Needleman*
Ms. Elaine Hornoff
Chris and Andréa Hunt◊
Mary Wheelock Javian*
Beth M. and David Kagan
Michael Kannen*
Jerome Kaplan, Esq.
Patrice and Jeffrey Kaplan◊, in honor of
Jeffrey Khaner
Rob and Ann Karns◊
Carole and Samuel Karsch
Bill and Alison Keffer
Elizabeth (Betty Winn) Barnes Keller*,
in memory of Isabelle Vengerova and
Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Caroline R. Kemmerer, in honor of
Sevgi Rodan
Mr. and Mrs. Peter L. Kern, in honor of
Joan M. Moran
Sylvia Kim Kilcullen*
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Kilmer
Richard King*, in memory of
John J. DiLutis Jr.*
Dale Kinney and Mark Darby
Ken Kleinman and Debra Fein,
in honor of Mikael Eliasen
Craig P. Knox*, in memory of
Alex Greene*
Elizabeth Kozart
Joyce and Sam Krain
Jane Krumrine, in honor of John Park
Rachel Ku* and Thomas Hong*,
in memory of Joseph de Pasquale*
Carol LaBelle
Andrew Lane◊
Emily Langlie and Steven Miletich◊
Joan Laypayower
Leona Laskin, M.D., in memory of
Meyer Laskin
Jeffrey Noel Lastrapes*
Bryan A. Lee*
Eva Leininger-Herer*
Suzanne Leon*, in memory of Jascha
Brodsky* and Szymon Goldberg
Sonia Leon Gilbert*
Francesco Leto, M.D.
Melissa Lin*, in memory of
Vladimir Sokoloff◊◊
Joan Lippincott*
Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lockyer Jr.
Susan M. Long and Andrew J. Szabo
James P. MacEnderry and
Marilyn S. Fishman
Stuart Malina*, in memory of
Otto-Werner Mueller
Hampton Mallory*, in memory of
David Soyer
Dr. and Mrs. W. Steven Mark
Craig Maynard, in honor of Natalie Zhu*
Donald T. McCall*, in memory of
Orlando Cole*◊ and Leonard Rose*
Mr. and Mrs. Donald McDougall◊,
in honor of Dan McDougall*
Charlene J. McGowan
Tatjana Mead Chamis*
Madeline Miller and Gordon Leggett
Dr. Paul Miller and Leonore Licht-Miller◊
Geoff and Susie Mills<, in honor of
Mary Ann Klussmann
Jude Mollenhauer Duesterhaus*,
in memory of Carlos Salzedo
Tom and Beverly Monteverde
Constance C. Moore
Christopher L. Morrill and William
Bombria, in memory of
David Robert George*
Ira J. Mowitz◊
Susan Leider Munzer*
Martha Nakamura
Anne O’Donnell
Richard N. Ostling◊
Dr. Joan Pataky-Kosove
Jane G. Pepper
Leslie and Curtis Pontz
Richard Porotsky*
Chuck and Bess Prazak, in honor of
Amy J. Yang*
Brian and Soozung Rankin
Helen and Peter Rehl
Joseph Rezits*, in memory of
Seymour Lipkin* and Joseph Silverstein*
Cherry Rhodes*, in honor of
Michele Levin*
Gerry Rice* and Paul Bryan*
Elizabeth and Hershel Richman
Polly W. Riggs
Dr. and Mrs. Gary A. Robinson◊,
in honor of Caroline Robinson◊
Bernard Rothman
Dan and Barbara Rottenberg
Patricia Royston
Marianne Ruby, M.D.
Adrian Ruiz*, in honor of
Gary Graffman*
Mark and Judy Copeland Schulman
Harry and Marinda Schwartz
Richard A. Shapp*
Jane Shaulis*, in memory of Dino
Yannopoulos
Dr. and Mrs. William K. Sherwin
Pittarry Shin* and Kyu Young Kim*
William Short*, in honor of Bernard
Garfield and Daniel Matsukawa*
Anne and Howard Simonoff
Joseph and Betty Slater
Wilma S. Sloyff
Donald and Hether Smith
Jonne and Corey Smith
Rheta Smith◊, in honor of
Peter E. Smith*
Roland A. Smith◊
SaraKay and Stanton Smullens
Laurie Sokoloff*, in honor of
Eleanor Sokoloff◊ and
in memory of Vladimir Sokoloff◊◊
Joseph Somogyi*
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Souders,
in memory of Vladimir Sokoloff◊◊
Robert and Robin Spencer
Scott St. John* and Sharon Wei*,
in memory of Felix Galimir
Arnold Steinhardt*
Dr. Ronni Gordon Stillman and
Dr. David Stillman◊, in honor of Jeffrey
Khaner and in memory of Julius Baker*
Ute Striker
Takaoki Sugitani*, in memory of
Efrem Zimbalist
Dr. Alton Sutnick
Carl F. Sutter◊
Erna Szekeres
Professor Caroline Thomas-Balint*,
in memory of Frederick Popper
Stephen W. Thompson, in memory of
George Ottinger
John L. Thorstenberg*

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
Nadya Tichman*, in honor of Yumi N. Scott*
Joanne and Paul Tierney
Drs. Richard and Katherine Tobey◊
Donald and Elisabeth Trumpler
Sumiko Tsujimoto*, in memory of Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Gordon Turk*
Martin and Marian Tyson◊
in memory of Claude Frank◊ and in honor of Pam Frank*
Shigehiro and Michiko Uchida◊
Ronald Ulm
James H. Vail*, in memory of Robert Ellis*
Carol Walker◊
Daniel H. Wang* and Aldarcy C. Lewis, in memory of William Smith
Jeffrey and Kristen Ward
Bob Washburn and Judy Drasin, in honor of Arlen Hlusko*
Prof.* and Mrs. Stephen West, in memory of Dino Yannopoulos
Edward Wilk
Vera Wilson
Paul* and Lucille Windt, in memory of Max Aronoff*, Jascha Brodsky*, and Efrem Zimbalist
Dr. Milton A.+ and Joan P. Wohl
Mrs. Bertram Wolfson
Shiqi Zhong*
Raymond and Joan Zumoff, in memory of Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Marilyn Zupnik*, in memory of John de Lancie*
Peter Zutter
Kathleen and Paul Zweifel◊
in memory of Dorothy Mary Zweifel

**CONCERTMASTER’S CIRCLE**

$150 to $249
Anonymous (5)
Nona Levin Abrams
Drs. Leslie Abramson and Fred Rossman
George J. Ahern
Heather Aspras and Ryan Davies<, in memory of Hal Pote
R. C. Atlee<
John Austin
Sally S. Baldus
Sandra Barnes and Steven Feierman
Jonathan and Judith Baron
Martha B. and Alexis Barron
Morris and Sally Barron
Janice R. Bellace
Mary Jane S. Benson
Peter Binder
Marvin E. Black, in memory of Annette Black
Andrew Blittman
Ruth and Bob Bramson, in honor of the Horwitz Family
Gerald and Linda Brenner
Richard and Barbara Brillhart, in honor of the Philadelphia Orchestra
Ira Brind and Stacey Spector
Sam Brown and Jenny Johnson<
Bud Inc./Danielle Harrsch and Valery Burlak<
Shulamith and Burton Caine
Margaret V. Casey
Barbara Chaffe* and Rob Weir*, in honor of Bernard Garfield and in memory of Murray Panitz
Ivan Ho-Tong Chan*, in memory of David Soyer
Christopher D. Chimicles<
Nikki Chooi*, in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Alex Chun
Ivan Cohen, M.D., in honor of Debbie Cohen
Norman B. Cohen
Mr. and Mrs. W. Gregory Coleman
Dr. and Mrs. Adrian Copeland
Janet Crane, M.D., in memory of Laurence Greenberg
Virginica Datcu
Luca V. Del Nero, in memory of Ferdinand Del Negro
Edward W. Delph and Peter A. Schroeter
Carl I. Denlinger
David R. DeVoe
Jane Diamond
Miriam and Samuel Diamond
Alice Anne P. Dolbin<, in memory of Suzanne and Cyrus Palmer Dolbin
Peter and Erin Dolinger
Kathleen Moreno Dorkin*, in memory of Marilyn Costello*
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Duclow
David W. Durham
Sheila Dyan and Charles A. Gaglioti Jr.
Alan and Gillian Eastley◊
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm L. Ecker, in honor of Bong Lee
Barbara C. Edsall, in memory of Barron R. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. David H. English
Renita Esayian
Sylvia L. Foster, M.D.
Makiko Freeman
Melvyn L. Freid, in memory of Diane Wang
Elizabeth Frey<
Dinah Fulton
Howard Gamper and Ya-Ming Hou
Bernard H. Garfield, in memory of Herbert Fawcett*
Thomas A. Garrabrant
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gorenstein
Suren Gulrajani
Donald E. Gurian, in memory of Rita Gurian
Janet H. Guth, in memory of Bernie Guth
Harry and Edda Hare
D. Jeffery Hartzell, M.D., in memory of Ann Hartzell
Ruth Hattler, in memory of Arthur Hattler
Jane and Bill Heintzelman
Megan L. Helzner<, in memory of Marie Agnes Candaux
Barbara B. Heyman, in memory of Samuel Barber*
Ian Edward Hincken<
Terry Hirshorn
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Hoffman
Jonathan Bailey Holland* and Sarah C. Long Holland, in honor of Ned Rorem*
The Honorable Harris and Sandra Hollin, in honor of Susan Goldberg’s birthday
Maggie Holroyd<
Charles K. Hordis
Amanda P. Howell, M.D.<
Judith Jaimes*
William J. D. Jordan
Barbara A. Joseph
Ronald Kaiserman
Kathleen Kinslow
Joy M. Kiszely
Amy L. Kitzen
Brandon Knox<
Deborah Komins
Brian and Jackie Kovach◊, in honor of
Gabielle Kovach*
Joan Kremer
Reinhard and Sue D. Kruse
Dr. Sherman Leis
Ann Lesch
Bruce Leto Jr.<, in honor of
Tony Brown and Marie Tuturice
Ronald Levine and Emily Squires Levine
Angel Lin*, in memory of
Danny Dannenbaum
Dr. Thomas Lin
Freeda London, in honor of
Vivian Cheng*
Evelyn Jacobs Luise*, in memory of
Max Aronoff*
Dr. and Mrs. C. Jack Lusch
Ling Ma and Catherine Wang
Richard Malkin
Yves Marcoux
Steven and Carol Marino
Redmond J. McConnell,
in honor of the Sister Servants
of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Daniel S. McDougall*, in memory of
Roger M. Scott*
The Meredith Family
Christopher and Evelyn Merritt
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Miller
Frank Mosca
Eileen and David Murphy
John and Eleanor Myers
Prof. Cory F. Newman
Mitchell Newman*
Drs. Carl+ and Joyce Norden
Gail and Elliot Norry, in honor of
Gerry and Marguerite Lenfest
Chelsea and Joshua Nunziato<,
in honor of Priscilla Greenwood
Dan and June O’Leary◊
Geoffrey Osika*
Roger and Naomi Parish
Margie Patlak
Assunta Perretta
James and Demetra Peters
Pavel Petrash<
Rhoda D. Polish, in memory of
Ruth C. Lunine
Annette Radoff and Marcus Urioste◊,
in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
Tim and Joyce Ratner
Ann and George Reath
Keith* and Cathy* Robinson
Nancy Roncetti
Joel Rosenbloom, in memory of
Joan Rosenbloom
Leonard E. Rosenfeld and Tema Muchnick
Anna Rozenberg<
Paul Rozin
Francis J. Ryan Jr.*, in memory of
Charles Gusikoff
Karen Saler
Martin and Nora Salzman
Sara Sant’Ambrogio*, in memory of
David Soyer and Felix Galimir
Kathleen M. Scanlon, in memory of
Stephanie Yen-Mun Liem Azar*
John P. Schmidt
Vivian and William Seltzer, in memory of
Mary Kay Bogot
Ruth Septee
Sheridan A. Seyfried* and Ya-Jhu Yang*
Margaret Shapiro and Howard Bilofsky
Saul Silverman
Leonard and Elisa Smiley, in memory of
Charles Jaffe*
George R. Smith
Priscilla R. Smith◊, in memory of
David E. Smith◊
Ronald and Marilyn Smith
John G. Sommer
Robert P. Sprafkin and
Martha W. Copithorne
Marilyn J. Steege
Dylan J. Steinberg and Amey A. Hutchins
Christina L. Strenner and Steve Poses
Barbara B. Supplee
Michi I. Tashjian*, in memory of Jascha
Brodsky* and Orlando Cole◊
Drew Taylor and Lisa Huang<
Roxanne Tuturice and Walter Young,
in memory of Marie Tuturice
Ron Waldman
Yijia Wang*, in honor of
Meng-Chieh Liu*
Albert O. Wilhelm III, in memory of
Eugene and Gretel Ormandy
Marguerite Wilson, in memory of
Alex Wilson*
Eleanor Winslow, in honor of
Ida Kavafian
Fred M. Wolfe Jr.
Elizabeth K. Secor-Woy
Edward Yarwood
Stratton and Susie Yatron
Sherley Young
Jean L. Zensen, Jane A. Johnson, and
Judith A. Evaul

Player’s Circle
$75 to $149
Anonymous (8)
Anonymous, in honor of Charles Deuel
Anonymous, in honor of Jon Guenther
Anonymous, in memory of Stephanie
Yen-Mun Liem Azar*
Anonymous, in memory of Bob Utz
James Adler*
Anastasia Agapova*
Eunice L. and Henry deH. Alexander◊
Sara A. Aliabadi and
Zachary Z. Augustine<
Rebecca Anderson*, in honor of
Ida Kavafian and Steven Tenenbom*
Jaqueline Axilbund
Joy and Aaron+ Bannett
Derek* and Meichen* Barnes
Karen Shore Barnosky<
Marc E. Batt, Esq.
Cindy and Mark Baum-Baicker
Stephen F. Bayer
Frances and Michael Baylson
Susan Becker and Aaron Rubin
Stephen Behrend, in honor of
Jon Rossman
Sheila M. Bell
Berry Benthin*
Lisa and Clyde Binkley◊
Marcia Blalack*, in memory of
Sol Schoenbach
Shirley Bookspan, in memory of
Michael Bookspan
Jeanne M. Boone
Dr. Richard T. Bouchett*
Glen Bowling*, in memory of
Gino Chieffo*
Thomas Brennand*, in memory of
Roger M. Scott*
Edward David Brindley
Colleen and Steven Brooks
Harriet Brumberg and Robert Kramer
Carol Brusilow*, in memory of
Nathan Brusilow*

* alumnus/alumna    ◊ Curtis parent    + deceased    < Crescendo Club member
Sandra and Leonard Kamen
Jan Eberle Kanut*, in memory of
John de Lancie*
Paul and Patricia Kelley
Dr. Daniel Kellogg*
Gerald K. Kent*, in memory of
Roger M. Scott*
Peter F. Kern*, in memory of Ron Blakeslee
Susan Cornwell Kiefner*
Miera Kim*
Maxim Kind<
Peter King
S. Gerald King and Judith S. Joseph
Martha Z. Kirby
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Kitchen◊,
in honor of Nicholas Kitchen* and Yesun Kim Kitchen*
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Kittlenton
Jan M. Kitzen◊, Doris Abelson◊, and Matthew Kitzen*
Anne H. Knudson*, in memory of
Harry Knudson
Mrs. Deen Kogan, in honor of
Peter and Karen Levinson
Svetlana Krasnova and Sergey Popov◊
Diane and Paul Kretschmann, in honor of
Lambert* and Jan Orkis
Peter J. Krill, in memory of Olga Krill
Janet Kronfeld
Sandra Bush Kuby
Muriel Kudera
Dolores Kuenzel
Monica Kulaski
Darryl L’Heureux
Pauline and Sherman Labovitz
Justine Lamb-Budge*, in memory of
Joseph Silverstein*
David and Debbie Lander
Kenneth and Alena Laube◊, in honor of
Nathan Laube*
William M. Lederer
Andrew Leson, in honor of Tony Brown
Angela Del Vecchio Lerner
Christopher Leto<
F. J. Leto<
Lynne Edelson Levine*, in memory of
Joseph de Pasquale*
Daniel Levinthal
Morton P. and Annette S. Levitt
Zeyu Victor Li*, in honor of
Ida Kavafian and Aaron Rosand*

Zhenwei Li*, in honor of Anthony
McGill* and Ricardo Morales
Achilles Liarmakopoulos*
Michael Liberman
Jay Light*
Kevin Lin*, in honor of Aaron Rosand*
Kate Liu*
Shuangshuang Liu*
Kirsten Lodal and Jeff Himmelman, in honor of Jan Lodal
Richard Lottridge*
Rebecca Britten Lovingood, in memory of
Orlando Cole◊
Joseph Lovinsky*
Lee Luvisi*
Jan Luxenberg, in honor of
Susan Goldberg’s birthday
Chiduzie Madubata<
Tyler Magura<
Pallavi Mahidhara*, in memory of
Seymour Lipkin*
Joan Markoe
Ren Martin-Doike*, in honor of
Michael Tree*
Wallace Martindale
Vincent Massimino
Mary and John McCoy
Johnathan McCullough*, in honor of
Mikael Eliaisen
Robert J. McShea Jr.
Ghenady* and Laura* Meirson
William Meisle
Jeryl L. Metzler*
Ranaan Meyer*
Patricia Michaelian*, in memory of
Ernest and Stella Michaelian◊
Eli Mikkelsen<
Ashley L. Milanese*
Amy Miller<
Dean H. Miller*
Fran Miller
Jonathan W. Miller, in memory of
Paul Ferguson*
Susan S. Miller
Kari Miller Magg*
Kyung Ji Min*
James and Catherine Mitchell
Lubomir and Michele F. Mlynar
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Montgomery II
Joanne and Bob Moore
Bonnie and Eliot Nierman

Shirley K. Novo
Mr. Joseph A. O’Connor Jr.
Brendan and Linda O’Malley
Sally O’Reilly*
Charles and Carol Oglesby
Kimberly Olson◊, in honor of
Julian Arsenault*
Thomas Oltarzewski*
Jennifer Orchard*
Tom and Joyce Orchard◊
Craig N. Oren
Coline-Marie Orliac*
Alexander V. Otey
Shelley Oxenhorn and Kenneth Crimaldi
Nathan Paer*
Milena Pajaro-van de Stadt*
Bernard and Molly Panner◊
Daniel Z. Panner*
Richard Pariseau
Laura Y. Park*
Jeanne Pascal◊, in memory of Ivan Pascal◊
Patricia Patterson
Sanford L. “Sandy” Pfeffer<
Yaling Phillippi◊
Rosalie Phipps
Lucille B. Pilling
Jay and Farida Pomerantz
Slavko Popovic*, in memory of
Donald Montanaro*
Lois and Alan Portnoff
Daisy Powell◊
Vicki Powell*, in memory of
Otto-Werner Mueller
Lynne M. Prevot*, in memory of
Iolina Kombrink* and Giulio Gari
Tina Chang Qu*, in honor of
Ida Kavafian
Dianne and Graham Quinn,
in memory of Barbara E. Bailey*
Mr. Paul Rabe and Dr. Cheryl Gunter
Mary Belle S. Rauch
Pamela Shaffer Reinhard*, in memory of
Joseph Silverstein*
Ronald and Marilyn Resmini◊
Jennifer Montone Ressler and
Timothy Ressler*
Eleanor and John Rettew
Rudell and Joyce Reynolds◊
Franca Riccardi
David and Diane Richman
Jonathan Rigg*
Kristin Rising<
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Roach, in memory of Peggy Goldenberg
Lori Robbins
Kenneth C. Roberts Jr.◊
Bill and Carla Rock<
Eriko and Christopher Rossano◊
Bette Roth*
Roger and Beverly Rubin, in honor of Albert and Emily Rubin
Laura Sancken<
Joseph Schatanoff
Karen R. Schlather
Deena Jo Schneider
Ann R. Scott
Suzanne Scott
Thornton and Nita Seelinger
Nancy and John Sergovic
Darrel Sewell
Sarah Shafer*, in honor of Mikael Eliasen
Karan Shah<
Judith Shahari
Mr. and Mrs. Tsang-Cheng Shao◊
Douglas and Carmen Shapiro
Martha Sheil*
David Shifrin*, in memory of Claude Frank◊ and William Smith
Michelle and Josef Schwartz◊,
    in memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Gail Sidewater and Howard Weinstone
Rebecca Silver
Caroline Simon
R. D. Slough<
George and Barbara Smith
Barbara Sonies, in memory of
    Stephanie Yan-Mun Liem Azar*
Malwina Sosnowski*
Josef Špaček*
Weston Sprott*
James Steffy*
Suzi Stein<
Diana Steiner*
Frances Steiner*, in memory of Abba Bogin*
Sharon Stephens
Michael Stern
Elizabeth Mathew Stevko<
Martha Dodds Stoner*
Anne Sullivan*, in memory of
    Marilyn Costello*
Lois and Cy Swartz
Winifred Dettore Swift*
Susan Synnestvedt*
Dr. Daniel Szyl and Dr. Kathleen Ross
Dr. and Mrs. Chik-Kwun Tang◊
James H. Taylor and Beverly Hayden
Daniel Temkin*
Marina Thibeault*, in memory of
    Joseph de Pasquale*
Alan and Jane Thomas
Jessica Thompson* and Evan Bialostozky*
John W. Thorne*
Frances Cohen Tietov*, in memory of
    Marilyn Costello*
Johnne and Stephen Tint
John Tourish
Antony M. Townsend
Robert and Kathy Treftz
Rosie Turner*
Andrew Tyson*, in memory of Claude Frank◊
Steven B. Ujifusa<, in memory of
    Joseph F. Follmann Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Urbani Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Vernick
Clint Walker<
Susan Walters* and Jeffrey Moore
Wang Jie (Jenny)* and Fred Child
Ann Watts<
Stafford Barkley Wavrek
Dr. John B. Weaver*, in honor of
    Alan Morrison*
Thomas Weaver
Mr. Alan and Dr. Laura Wechsler
George and Carol Weinstone
Norbert and Lea Weinberg, in honor of
    Shirlee Schachter
Michael Welde<
Patricia R. Werczynski◊
Paul Wheaton<
Warwick and Mollie Wheeler
Daniel White<
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wiesmeyer◊
David and IleneWinikur
Michael Wolfgang<
Steven and Terry Wolfgang
Jenny Wollerman*, in memory of
    Mikael Eliasen
William R. Wright*, in memory of
    Ralph McLane
Kai Xu<
Barbara Yahrt*
Dr. Jonathan and Rachel Yonan*
Mary Yong*
Yao Guang Zhai*, in memory of
    Donald Montanaro*
Kelly Zhou<
Edward and Diane Ziegman

Additional Contributors
Anonymous (9)
Martha Scherer Alfee*
Jenny Oaks Baker*
Louis W. Baker
Beth A. Barclay
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P. Bartlett
Theodore Baskin*
Roy Bernat
Susan Bolesta
Leah Mellman Bowes*
Nancy Bracken*
Nancy Bradburd
Fred Brown
Sarah Ellison
Carole A. Bubacz◊
Ray and Ilene Burnstein◊
Sandy Cadwalader
Xin Chen and Luxi Liu◊
Arthur and Janet Cherry
Young Sup Chung◊
C. Evans Clough*
Cynthia Cooke
Carolann* and Lawrence Costello
Bryn Coveney*
Conner Gray Covington*
Nicolas G. Danielson*
Robert S. Davis*
Jennifer Dionisio
Ann and Robert Djupstrom◊
Thomas Dummm*
Ashton G. Eldredge Jr.
Yaron Erkovitch*
Richard and Bridget Farrell
Christopher T. Foley
Bonnie Freundlich
The Friends of Chamber Music of Reading, Inc.
Rachael S. Garcia*
Valerie Bobbett Gardner*
Nancy Genovese*
Charlotte Glaser
Karen F. Greif
Michael Haas*

* alumnus/alumna      ◊ Curtis parent      + deceased      < Crescendo Club member
Barbara Haspel*  
Gary and Linda Hauze◊  
Frank T. Heintz*  
Isidore M. Hofferman  
Chiayu Hsu*  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Huber  
Irene Hung  
Bryan and Linda Jones◊  
Jennifer Kallend  
Jason Kaufman*  
Jim Kennedy *  
Abigail Kent*  
Bertram H. and Adele M. Kornfeld  
Ercole and Theresa Lacianca  
Heather Miller Lardin*  
Joshua Lauretig*  
Mark H. Lawrence*  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Levy  
Judy Loman Umbrico*  
Laura Mashburn*  
Virginia McDowell*  
Kelly McFarland  
David McLaurin◊  
Monstir Records  
John B. Moore*  
Rev. Mary June Nestler*  
Marcia and John Ott◊  
Alberto Parrini*  
Mae Agnes Pasquariello  
Ralph and Cheryl Pinkus  
Elissa Pohorily*  
Roger S. Post  
Fredric Rabel  
Neil Rao*  
Deborah Reeder  
Christopher D. Rex*  
Joseph Russell*  
Norman and Sylvia Salvat  
Daniel F. Sanbrotti*  
Samuel O'Sullivan Schlosser*  
Myrna Schrager  
Ryan Simmons*  
Stephen Skwire  
Richard R. Smith  
Harold Smolian*  
Raymond Sorber  
Robert S. Souza* and Susan Wells-Souza  
Michael Sparhuber*  
Leslie Spotz*  
Heather Stebbins*  
Sarah Tako*  
Stephen Tavani*  
Transition Network Inc. Philadelphia  
Mary St. Ledger  
Peenan Visetsuth  
Annie Wagoner  
Chelsea Wang*  
William and Margaret Wagensteen◊  
Elaine Hoffman Watts*  
Caleb Wiebe*  
Rimbo Wong*  
Mark Zwanger and Malcolm Kram  
In memory of Jimmy Brent  
Lawrence and Gina Brent  
Cassandra and Robert Oleseski  
Eliane and Joe Strip  
In memory of Marie and  
Henry Candaux  
DeDe and Tony Brown  
Karen Saler  
Mordecai Schwartz and Kathy Fisher  
In memory of Chuck Carr  
DeDe and Tony Brown  
Walter and Carol DeWitt  
Marjorie L. Kelley  
Andrew Mercurio  
Jim and Marian Mills  
Lubomin and Michele F. Mlynar  
Carol O. Orts  
Herbert and Rita Reichert  
Mr. and Mrs. William Schwarze  
Phyllis L. Slotterback  
Lloyd and Lamonte Tepper  
In memory of Henry Drott  
Christopher Bondy, Eiko Saeki, and  
Aiden Saeki-Bondy  
Ron and Katy Hoess  
Bette and Wolfgang Nadler  
Mrs. Etsuko Yamabe  
Mrs. Nazuna Yoshida  
In memory of Anthony Gigliotti*  
Carmine Campione*  
Edward Marks*  
In memory of Emilio Gravagno*  
Anonymous  
Wynne Alexander  
Ronald C. Anderson and  
Linda B. Anderson  
Art Sanctuary  
Jay and Nancy Berkowitz  
Nancy S. Birkmeyer and John F. Birkmeyer  
Ellen R. DiPinto  
Drexel Center for Nonviolence and  
Social Justice  
Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg  
Marcy Gringlas and Joel Greenberg  
Edward Hollin, Esq.  
Harvey and Virginia Kimmel  
Nancy Lanham  
Kathleen McNulty  
Ilene and Steve Miller  
Stephanie and Michael Naidoff  
Donald and Herther Smith  
Katharine Sokoloff and  
William B. McLaughlin  
Carole Solomon  
Sam and Elizabeth Warshawer  
A. Morris Williams Jr.  
Joan Y. Williams  
Caroline Wischmann and David Rasner  
Suzanne and Chris Woodard  
In memory of Alexander Greene*  
Pearson Alitzer*  
Noah Dugan*  
In memory of Amnon Levy*  
Anonymous (2)  
Alice Boelter  
André and Marilyn Danesh  
Joseph and Haven DePietro  
Ruthven Farber  
Janet M. Ginn  
Sonia K. Guterman, Ph.D., J.D.  
John F. Hodgman  
Martha Ann Jaffe  
Meryl Langbort  
Lawson & Weitzen, LLP  
Luis and Stephanie Leguila  
Sara Beth Levay  
Elizabeth Levin  
Cynthia Levinson  
Gail Lipsitz  
Alberta and Roger Lipson
DONORS 2016–17

Carole Mathieson and John Iappini
Roslyn and Stuart Orkin
Susan Orkin
John and Connie Pollard and family
Marion B. Rockwood
Ann Rosewater and Robert Kronley
Lynn A. Scheller
Margaret Snowden
Michael Tabak
Pamela A. Thomure
Edward and Margo Wallack
Maxine and Paul Winig

In memory of Mark Mishkin
Eileen Baird
Jeanie and George Belhobek
DeDe and Tony Brown
Maureen Clark
Julie P. Curson
Judith Finkel, Ph.D.
Janice and Len Freed
Mary E. Hazard
Barbara and Dennis Hoffman
Michele G. Hyk-Farlow
John Lane
Fran and Leon Levy
James and Betty Matarese
Dr. George Menken
Madelyn Mignatti
Bobbi Moskow*
Karen and Michael Ossip
Madelene F. Pierucci
The Radiologists of St. Peter’s Hospital
Sherrie and Richard Ritterman
Beatrice S. Rossman
Mary Ellen and Carl Schneider
James Schultz and Grace A. Schroer
David and Linda Shechtman
Barbara O. Silver, Esq. and
Edward W. Silver, Esq.
The Silver Family Foundation
Roger and Lillian Youman

In memory of Edmund Moore*
Beverly A. Bethany
Helene Wolf

In memory of Otto-Werner Mueller
Moses and Laryn Finder
Benjamin Schwartz*

In memory of David Pesin*
Donna and Barry Feinberg
Jack Gilliam
Randie and Bobby Harmelin
Ian and Caryn Harris
Drs. Leon and Elsa Malmed
Helene Rosenfeld
Lauren, Robert, and Ari Rosenfeld
Jon and Eileen Weiswasser
Sherry and Allan Witman

In memory of Karen Tuttle
Christine Rutledge*
Michael* and Cathleen Strauss

Other memorial gifts
Peter A. Benoliel and Willo Carey,
in memory of David Arben*
Susan B. Brady*, in memory of
Marlyn Costello*
Paula D. Brown*, in memory of
Raquel Adonaylo
Robert Cerulli*, in memory of
Roger M. Scott*
En-Chi Cheng*, in memory of
Joseph de Pasquale*
Kalman Cherry*, in memory of
Fred D. Hinger
Stacey and Colleen Cox, in memory of
James Deitz*
Marilyn Woodruff Curry*, in memory of
Veda Reynolds*
Edith Evans Frumin*, in memory of
Frances Rabson
Renwick Garypie, in memory of
Barbara P. Garypie*
Alice Quayle Gershman, in memory of
Nathan Gershman*
Laurel Grady, in memory of
John Patrick Grady
Daron Hagen*, in memory of
Norman Stumpf*
Helene Hathaway Layton, in memory of
Gertrude Goldberg
Michele Hemmings*, in memory of
Todd Duncan
Elizabeth and Phillip Hesdon,
in memory of Dr. Chester E. Smith
Benjamin Hochman*, in memory of
Claude Frank◊

Sonia Pečmanová Jelinková*, in memory
of Ivan Galamian and Jane Hill Meyer
Lorraine B. Kilmer, in memory of
David Kilmer
Sophie Bruno Labiner*, in memory of
Donald Montanaro*
Sheldon Lampert*, in memory of
Toshiya Eto*
Mark+ and Barbara Mishkin,
in memory of Joseph Silverstein*
William L. Montgomery*, in memory of
William Kincaid
Ron and Barbara Nelson, in memory of
Eugene Effron
Ron and Barbara Nelson, in memory of
Phillip Nelson
Homer C. Pence, in memory of
Paul Boyer*
Denis Petrunin*, in memory of
Michael Booksan
Carolyn and Frank Platt, in memory of
Steven Munzer
Beatrice S. Rossman, in memory of
Bruce Boyce
Beatrice S. Rossman, in memory of
Lia Freedman
Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of
Harriet Saft
Louis and Val Rossman, in memory of
Michael Schachter
Louis and Val Rossman and Mrs. Beatrice
Rossman, in memory of Dr. Harold
Baumgaerten’s mother and father
Louis and Val Rossman and
Mrs. Beatrice Rossman, in memory of
Carol Goldman’s father and mother
Louis and Val Rossman and
Mrs. Beatrice Rossman, in memory of
Mrs. Jo Apple Steinhart’s mother
Shirlee S. Schachtel, in memory of
Dolph Simons
Barbara O. Silver, Esq. and
Edward W. Silver, Esq.,
in memory of Aaron Bannett
Edward Silver, in memory of
Leonard Barken, Esq.
Marilyn Swan*, in memory of
Seymour Lipkin*
Roger Wiesmeyer*, in memory of
Don Cassel*

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
In honor of Susan Goldberg’s birthday
Julie P. Curson
Dorie Lenz
Barbara Moskow*
Beatrice S. Rossman
Savitz Family Foundation

In honor of Susan and Sherwood “Woody” Goldberg
DeDe and Tony Brown
Dr. John Downes and Sondra Bergey
Marilyn Gray

In honor of Helaine Greenberg
Howard A. and Barbara W. Cohen
Julie P. Curson
Ralph and Cheryl Pinkus
Barbara O. Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq.

In honor of Betty and James Matarese
Charlotte H. Biddle
Beatrice S. Rossman

In honor of Carl and Mary Ellen Schneider
Barbara W. Altman
Jack and Helaine Greenberg

In honor of William Welter*
Emeline Chong*
Niles Watson*

Other honorary gifts
Anonymous, in honor of Paul Mednick Cohen, Goldie Cohen, Hyman Cohen, Evelyn, Aunt Freida, and Bernard
Naomi and Harvey Aldort◊, in honor of Nina von Maltzahn
Barbara Blegen*, in honor of Judith Blegen* and Raymond Gniewek
Timothy Chooi*, in honor of Emeline Chong*, Helen Gerhold*, Alex Lane*, Lyman McBride*, Cassie Pilgrim*, and Gerry Rice*
Jane and Ernest Dettleman, in honor of Bea Rossman
Gail Ehrlich, in honor of Sheila and Larry Burstein

Gail Ehrlich, in honor of Milton and Connie Rock
Jack and Helaine Greenberg, in honor of Jack and Helen Bershad’s 60th wedding anniversary
Milo and Jan Hamilton, in honor of Plato* and Dorothy* Karayanis
Ed Haughney, in honor of the Curtis opera department
The Keller Family, in honor of Susy and Erik Keller
Martin Matsui and Christine Van, in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Li Fook Hing
Robert McCormick, in honor of Timothy Chooi’s teacher, Ida Kavafian
Barbara Moskow*, in honor of Jean Blumberg’s birthday
Fred and Maria Oltarzewski◊, in honor of Thomas Oltarzewski*
Emily Peron, in honor of Alice Anne Dolbin
Timoteos Petrin*, in honor of Peter Wiley*
Lisette Ruderman, in honor of Ellen Alesker’s birthday
Carol Seltzer, in honor of Goldie Cohen
Carol Seltzer, in honor of Hyman Cohen
Carol Seltzer, in honor of Paul M. Cohen
Sara Shapiro, in honor of Robert and Lillian Brent
Barbara O. Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in honor of Karen Clark
Barbara O. Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in honor of Judith Kaplow
Barbara O. Silver, Esq. and Edward W. Silver, Esq., in honor of the birthday of Hersh Richman, Esq.
Nancy Stott Trauger*, in honor of Mikael Eliasen
Catalina Vicens*, in honor of Lionel Party
Thomas G. Waldman, in honor of Sallie van Merkensteijn
Trudy Wallace*, in honor of Judith Blegen-Gniewek
Harris Williams, in honor of Bob Mundheim
Wendy Zimmermann and Stephen Cutler, in honor of Bob and Guna Mundheim

Matching Gift Companies
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Bright Funds Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company Employee Giving Program
Elsevier Matching Gift Program
Exelon Foundation
GE Foundation
General Mills Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline
Goldman Sachs & Company Matching Gift Program
IBM Corporation Matching Grants Program
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Lockheed Martin
Merck & Co., Inc.
MMC Matching Gifts Program
Mondrian Investment Partners (U.S.), Inc.
The Pew Charitable Trusts
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Raytheon Company
Susquehanna International Group, LLP
The Vanguard Group Foundation
Wells Fargo Educational Matching Gift Program

* alumnus/alumna ◊ Curtis parent + deceased < Crescendo Club member
We offer our sincerest thanks to all alumni who gave back to Curtis with gifts to the school during the 2016–17 season. The collective support of our dedicated and generous alumni makes a difference in the lives of today’s students. (List includes gifts or pledges made between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017.)

1930s
Constance Russell Rachlin+ (Piano ’38)
David Schwartz+ (Viola ’37)
Eleanor Blum Sokoloff (Piano ’38)

1940s
Martha Scherer Alfee (Oboe ’47)
Betty Benthin (Viola and Piano ’49)
Norman Carol (Violin ’47)
Burton Fine (Violin ’48)
Lillian Shectman Frank (Voice ’48)
Sherman Frank+ (Piano ’48)
Edith Evans Frumin (Voice ’48)
Gary Graffman (Piano ’46)
Lewis Izumi+ (Piano ’47)
Sonia Pečmanová Jelínková (Violin ’48)
Anne Howland Knudson (Voice ’48)
Seymour Lipkin+ (Piano ’47)
Allison Nelson Loebbaka (Piano ’49)
Joseph Rezits (Piano ’48)
George Silflies+ (Clarinet ’48)
Shirley Trepel (Cello ’45)
Frances Walker Slocum (Piano ’46)

1950s
Anonymous
Margaret Allen (Horn ’59)
Robert Carwithen (Organ ’58)
Anthony Checchia (Bassoon ’51)
Stephan Chenette (Trumpet ’56)
Kalman Cherry
(Concerto ’58)
Elizabeth Bennett Clendenning (Violin ’58)
Stella Fruscione Courtney (Voice ’53)
Marilyn Woodruff Curry (Violin and Viola ’51)
Robert Davis (Trombone ’51)
Thomas Dumm (Viola ’59)
John Givens (Bassoon ’57)
Emilio Gravagno+ (Double Bass ’58)
Theodore Heger (Oboe ’54)
Lois Gering Jungas (Organ ’57)
Dorothy Krebill Karayanis (Voice ’54)

1960s
Marcia Robertson Blalack (Bassoon ’66)
Barbara Blegen (Piano ’65)
Richard Bouchett (Organ ’61)
Leah Mennell Bowes (Piano ’62)
Glen Bowling (Trumpet ’63)
Thomas Brennand (Double Bass ’66)
Mary Burgess (Voice ’63)
Carmine Campione (Clarinet ’60)
David Cerone (Violin ’62)
Linda Sharon Cerone (Violin ’60)
Robert Cerulli (Double Bass ’61)
Richard Cummins (Organ ’61)
Alvaro de Granda (Violin ’60)
Susan Morris De Jong (Flute ’62)

+ deceased

Mary Lou Falcone (Voice ’66)
William Fenimore (Organ ’63)
Nancy Wenk Genovese (Clarinet ’64)
Barbara Haspel (Voice ’64)
Frank Heintz (Bassoon ’67)
Judit Jaimel (Piano ’59, ’60)
Julia Janson (Violin ’61)
Roger Janssen (Trombone ’65)
Elizabeth Keller (Piano ’61)
Danis Kelly (Harp ’66)
James Kennedy (Cello ’64)
Peter Kern (Flute ’62, ’63)
Carol Klingler Brusilow (Flute ’64)
Sheldon Lampert (Violin ’61)
Lee Kyung Sook (Piano ’67)
Michele Levin
(Piano ’63, Composition ’65)
Jay Light (Oboe ’63)
Joan Hult Lippincott (Organ ’60)
Evelyn Poole Luise (Viola ’65)
Edward Marks (Clarinet ’62)
Dean Miller (Flute ’63)
Jude Mollenhauer Duesterhaus (Harp ’62)
Margarita Csonka Montanaro (Harp ’63)
Susan Leider Munzer (Voice ’64)
Sally O’Reilly (Violin ’62)
Lambert Orks (Piano ’65)
Pamela Shaffer Reinhard (Violin ’65)
Cherry Rhodes (Organ ’64)
Jonathan Rigg (Voice ’65)
Bette Burke Roth (Harp ’68)
Francis Ryan (Trombone ’69)
Yumi Ninomiya Scott (Violin ’67)
Laurie Sokoloff (Flute ’66)
Joseph Somogyi (Viola ’63)
Laurie Mostovoy Sonsino (Violin ’68)
Susan Starr (Piano ’61)
Takaoki Sugitani (Violin ’62)
Michi Ishikawa Tashjian (Piano ’61)
Frances Cohen Tietov (Harp ’68)
Benita Valente (Voice ’60)
Trudy Wallace (Voice ’63)
Ann Woodward (Viola ’65)
1970s

Anonymous (2)
James Adler (Piano ’73, Composition ’76)
Theodore Baskin (Oboe ’73)
Nancy Bracken (Violin ’73)
Barbara Chaffe (Flute ’79)
Young-mi Cho (Violin ’76, ’77)
Katherine Ciesinski (Opera ’76)
C. Evans Clough (Voice ’68, Opera ’74)
Carolann Heanue Costello (Organ ’76)
David Cramer (Flute ’75)
Miles Davis (Double Bass ’74)
Philippe de Bros (Opera ’74)
Kathleen Moreno Dorkin (Harp ’73)
Stephen Edwards (Double Bass ’71)
Sheila Fiekowsky (Violin ’73)
David Fisher (Cello ’79)
Joseph Frank (Opera ’74)
Ellen Phillips Frohnmayer (Voice ’76)
Valerie Bobbett Gardner (Violin ’70)
Walter Gray (Cello ’73)
Donald Hermanns (Double Bass ’77)
William Horn (Piano ’70)
Marsha Hunter (Opera ’77)
Gregory Hustis (Horn ’72)
Tonu Kalam (Conducting ’73)
Jan Eberle Kanui (Oboe ’76, ’79)
Susan Cornwell Kiefner (Piano ’70)
Soon Kim (Violin ’76)
Sophie Bruno Labiner (Harp ’75)
Mark Lawrence (Trombone ’72, ’73)
Lynne Edelson Levine (Viola ’78)
Hampton Mallory (Cello ’76)
Robert McDonald (Piano ’76, ’77)
Patricia Michaelian (Piano ’70, ’71)
Christopher Millard (Bassoon ’75)
C. Justin Miller (Bassoon ’73)
Sandra Miller (Flute ’72)
Kari Miller Magg (Piano ’73)
Mary June Nestler (Voice ’73, ’75)
Lynne Prevot (Voice ’73)
Cynthia Raim (Piano ’74, ’77)
Christopher Rex (Cello ’72)
Gianna Rolandi Davis
(Voice ’74, Opera ’75)
Charles Salinger (Clarinet ’77)
Daniel Sanbroti
(Timpani and Percussion ’70)
Richard Shapp (Opera ’75)
Jane Shaulis (Opera ’75)
Martha Sheil (Voice ’73, Opera ’76)
David Shifrin (Clarinet ’71, ’73)
Harold Smolian (Oboe ’78)
Robert Souza (Trumpet ’71)
Leslie Spotz (Piano ’79)
Martin Stepper (Composition ’73)
Martha Dodds Stoner (Voice ’77)
Marilyn Swan (Piano ’73, ’75)
Stephen Tenenbom (Viola ’79)
Sumiko Tsujimoto (Piano ’75)
Gordon Turk (Organ ’71)
Susan Walters (Piano ’75)
Andrew Weir (Bassoon ’79)
Stephen West (Opera ’75, ’77)
Paul Windt (Violin ’70)
Marilyn Zupnik (Oboe ’72)

1980s

Anonymous
Marcantonio Barone (Piano ’82)
Joanne DiMaria Bates (Double Bass ’82)
Margaret Batjer (Violin ’80)
Blair Bollinger (Trombone ’86)
Susan Bennett Brady (Harp ’83, ’84)
Paula Brown (Voice ’81)
Ruth Butterfield-Winter
(Conducting ’87)
Martin Chaliifour (Violin ’84)
Ivan Chan (Violin ’88)
Laura Park Chen (Violin ’84)
Nicolas Danielson (Violin ’82)
Maria Fortuna Dean (Opera ’88)
Roberto Díaz (Viola ’84)
Yaron Etkovitch (Piano ’86)
Bart Feller (Flute ’85)
Edward Gazouelas (Violin ’84)
Gary Gress (Conducting ’89)
Stephen Groat (Double Bass ’82)
Susan Guliks Assadi (Viola ’88)
Daron Hagen (Composition ’84)
Burt Hara (Clarinet ’84)
Jennifer Higdon (Composition ’88)
Michael Hope (Bassoon ’81)
Gregory Hopkins (Voice ’84)
Wilson Jeffreys (Opera ’82)
Michael Kannen (Cello ’83)
Jason Kaufman (Trumpet ’89)
Miera Kim (Violin ’89)
Richard King (Horn ’89)
Craig Knox (Viola ’89)
Mari Kwon (Piano ’88)
Geun Sook Lee (Composition ’88)
Yangsook Lee (Piano ’86)

1990s

Sang-Eun Bae (Violin ’90)
Ju Young Baek (Violin ’97)
Jenny Oaks Baker (Violin ’97)
Cheryl Majercik Baranes
(Voice ’89, Opera ’91)
Derek Barnes (Cello ’91)
Evan Bialostozky (Violin ’98)
Paul Bryan (Trombone ’93)
Huifang Chen (Violin ’90)
Caroline Coade (Viola ’97)
Ellen de Pasquale (Violin ’94)
Eva Leininger-Herer (Cello ’85)
Suzanne Leon (Violin ’83, ’85)
Meichen Liao-Barnes (Violin ’81)
Jun-Ching Lin (Violin ’84, ’85)
Joseph Lovinsky (Horn ’83)
Stuart Malina (Conducting ’89)
Laura Mashburn (Opera ’89)
Ghenady Meinorson
(Conducting ’81, ’84)
Laura S. Meinorson (Voice ’83)
Lawrence Molinaro (Organ ’84)
John Moore (Double Bass ’88)
Mitchell Newman (Violin ’85, ’86)
Soojin Park (Piano ’89)
Geraldine Rice (Viola ’83, ’89)
Cathy Meng Robinson (Violin ’83)
Keith Robinson (Cello ’84)
Christine Rutledge (Viola ’84)
Sara Sant’Ambrogio (Cello ’82)
Ellen Dinwiddie Smith (Horn ’87)
Mark Russell Smith (Conducting ’87)
Michael Stern (Conducting ’86)
Richard Stout (Trombone ’87)
Anne Sullivan (Harp ’81)
Susan Synnestvedt (Violin ’85)
Caroline Thomas-Balint (Opera ’86)
John Thorne (Flute ’86)
Nadya Tichman (Violin ’80)
Nancy Stott Trauger (Opera ’89)
Daniel Wang (Cello ’81)
Roger Wiesmeyer (Oboe ’87)
Barbara Yahr (Conducting ’86)

Eva Leininger-Herer (Cello ’85)
Suzanne Leon (Violin ’83, ’85)
Meichen Liao-Barnes (Violin ’81)
Jun-Ching Lin (Violin ’84, ’85)
Joseph Lovinsky (Horn ’83)
Stuart Malina (Conducting ’89)
Laura Mashburn (Opera ’89)
Ghenady Meinorson
(Conducting ’81, ’84)
Laura Davis Meinorson (Voice ’83)
Lawrence Molinaro (Organ ’84)
John Moore (Double Bass ’88)
Mitchell Newman (Violin ’85, ’86)
Soojin Park (Piano ’89)
Geraldine Rice (Viola ’83, ’89)
Cathy Meng Robinson (Violin ’83)
Keith Robinson (Cello ’84)
Christine Rutledge (Viola ’84)
Sara Sant’Ambrogio (Cello ’82)
Ellen Dinwiddie Smith (Horn ’87)
Mark Russell Smith (Conducting ’87)
Michael Stern (Conducting ’86)
Richard Stout (Trombone ’87)
Anne Sullivan (Harp ’81)
Susan Synnestvedt (Violin ’85)
Caroline Thomas-Balint (Opera ’86)
John Thorne (Flute ’86)
Nadya Tichman (Violin ’80)
Nancy Stott Trauger (Opera ’89)
Daniel Wang (Cello ’81)
Roger Wiesmeyer (Oboe ’87)
Barbara Yahr (Conducting ’86)
Jonathan Bailey Holland  
(Composition ’96)

Wanchi Huang (Violin ’90)

Andrew Jacobs (Composition ’93)

Mary Wheelock Javian (Double Bass ’99)

Daniel Kellogg (Composition ’99)

Hyuna Kim (Violin ’92)

Kyu-Young Kim (Violin ’92)

Elissa Koljonen (Violin ’94)

Heather Miller Lardin (Double Bass ’96)

Tiffany In Lee (Flute ’99)

Melissa Lin (Accompanying ’91)

Daniel Matsukawa (Bassoon ’92)

Daniel McDougall (Double Bass ’93)

Tatjana Mead Chamis (Viola ’94)

Jeryl Metzler (Voice ’92)

Alan Morrison  
(Organ ’91, Accompanying ’93)

James Nova (Trombone ’96)

Jennifer Orchard (Violin ’91)

Geoffrey Osika (Double Bass ’90)

Eric Owens (Opera ’95)

Daniel Panner (Viola ’92)

Alberto Parrini (Cello ’96)

Anna Marie Ahn Petersen (Viola ’92)

Michael Rusinek (Clarinet ’92)

Pitnarry Shin (Cello ’94)

Ryan Simmons (Bassoon ’98)

Joshua Smith (Flute ’90)

Scott St. John (Violin ’90)

Mimi Stillman (Flute ’99)

Michael Strauss (Viola ’90)

Ki-Sun Sung (Conducting ’97)

Jack Sutte (Trumpet ’95)

Qin Wang (Violin ’93)

Jennifer Wollerman  
(Voice ’89, Opera ’91)

Hye Ri Yoon (Flute ’90)

Marc Yun (Violin ’96)

Gabriel Globus-Hoenich  
(Timpani and Percussion ’08)

Andrew Grams (Conducting ’03)

Michael Haas (Cello ’06)

Benjamin Hochman (Piano ’01)

Mark Holloway (Viola ’05)

Thomas Hong (Conducting ’02)

Bella Hristova (Violin ’08)

Chiayu Hsu (Composition ’00)

Adam Iacone (Horn ’01)

Solomiya Ivakhiv (Violin ’03)

Paul Jacobs (Organ ’00)

Stephanie Jeong (Violin ’07)

Rhoslyn Jones (Opera ’06)

Yoenn-Sun Joo (Cello ’02)

Eri Keefe (Violin ’03)

Sylvia Kim Kilcullen (Violin ’08)

Kyu Yeon Kim (Piano ’09)

Solbong Kim (Composition ’06)

You-Young Kim (Viola ’04)

Matthew Kittzen-Abelson (Trumpet ’09)

Jennifer Koh (Violin ’02)

Rachel Ku (Viola ’04)

Bo Kyung Lee (Violin ’02)

Hanna Lee (Viola ’08)

Achilles Liarmakopoulos (Trombone ’08)

Alma Maria Liebrecht (Horn ’06)

Hyo-Sun Lim (Piano ’04)

Angel Lin (Harp ’08)

David Ludwig (Composition ’01)

Anthony McGill (Clarinet ’00)

Ranaan Meyer (Double Bass ’03)

Alexandra Osborne (Violin ’06)

Angela Park (Cello ’07)

Denis Petrunin  
(Timpani and Percussion ’06)

Elissa Pohorilj (Flute ’03)

Chang Qu (Violin ’00)

Timothy Ressler (Double Bass ’05)

Sheridan Seyfried (Composition ’07)

Benjamin Schwartz  
(Flute ’01, Conducting ’04)

Karen Slack (Opera ’02)

Han Yo Son (Clarinet ’06)

Malwina Sosnowski (Violin ’09)

Josef Špaček (Violin ’09)

Weston Sprott (Trombone ’06)

Jessica Thompson (Viola ’00)

Stanford Thompson (Trumpet ’09)

Catalina Vicens (Harpischord ’06)

Wang Jie (Composition ’09)

Sharon Wei (Viola ’04)

Yoon-Jung Yang (Violin ’07)

Yao Guang Zhai (Clarinet ’09)

Zhou Tian (Composition ’05)

2010s

Anonymous

Anastasia Agapova (Violin ’13)

Pearson Altizer (Bassoon ’16)

Rebecca Anderson (Violin ’13)

Keith Buncke (Bassoon ’14)

Ray Chen (Violin ’10)

Ruokai Chen (Clarinet ’10)

En-Chi Cheng (Viola ’17)

Emeline Chong (Bassoon ’17)

Nikki Chooi (Violin ’12)

Timothy Chooi (Viola ’17)

Emily Cooley (Composition ’17)

Bryn Coveney (Horn ’17)

Conner Gray Covington  
(Conducting ’17)

Dana Cullen (Horn ’15)

Noah Dugan (Trumpter ’17)

Elizabeth Fayette (Violin ’11)

Julia Harguindey (Bassoon ’13)

Blake Hinson (Double Bass ’10)

Alec Holcomb (Guitar ’17)

Katherine Jordan (Horn ’12)

Abigail Kent (Harp ’17)

Justine Lamb-Budge (Violin ’13)

Joshua Lauretig (Oboe ’16)

Bryan Lee (Violin ’11, String Quartet ’14)

Zeyu Victor Li (Violin ’17)

Zhenwei Li (Clarinet ’17)

Kevin Lin (Violin ’17)

Kate Liu (Piano ’17)

Shuangshuang Liu (Viola ’14)

Pallavi Mahidhara (Piano ’10)

Ren Martin-Doike (Viola ’15)

Johnathan McCullough  
(Voice ’14, Opera ’16, Opera ’17)

Virginia McDowell (Oboe ’17)

Ashley Milanes (Voice ’15, Opera ’17)

Kyung Ji Min (Violin ’17)

Thomas Oltarzewski (Composition ’13)

Coline-Marie Orliac (Harp ’10)

Nathan Paer (Double Bass ’15)

Milena Pajaro-van de Stadt  
(Viola ’10, Viola ’11, String Quartet ’14)

Laura Park (Violin ’16)

Timoteos Petrin (Cello ’17)

2000s

Anonymous (4)

Yoonhak Baek (Conducting ’06)

Helena Baillie (Violin ’02)

Jonathan Biss (Piano ’01)

Joseph Campagna (Double Bass ’09)

Jie Chen (Piano ’06)

Joseph Conyers (Double Bass ’04)

Rachael Garcia (Voice ’01, Opera ’03)

Alexander George (Horn ’04)

2010s
Slavko Popovic (Clarinet ’17)
Vicki Powell (Viola ’10)
Neil Rao (Timpani and Percussion ’17)
Joseph Russell (Organ ’17)
Samuel Schlosser (Trombone ’10)
Sarah Shafer (Voice ’10, Opera ’14)
Hyeri Shin (Viola ’15)
William Short (Bassoon ’10)
Michael Sparhuber (Timpani and Percussion ’12)
Heather Stebbins (Opera ’17)
Sarah Tako (Bassoon ’17)
Stephen Tavani (Violin ’17)
Daniel Temkin (Composition ’13)
Marina Thibeault (Viola ’11)
Rosemary Turner (Trumpet ’11)
Andrew Tyson (Piano ’10)
Chelsea Wang (Piano ’17)
Yijia Wang (Piano ’17)
Niles Watson (Flute ’17)
Caleb Wiebe (Trumpet ’16, ArtistYear ’17)
Zsche Chuang Rimbo Wong (Viola ’16, ArtistYear ’17)
Ya-Jhu Yang (Composition ’11)
Rachel Kuipers Yonan (Viola ’11)
Mary SangHyun Yong (Viola ’10)
Shiqi Zhong (Timpani and Percussion ’17)
THE FOUNDER'S SOCIETY

The Founder's Society honors the following individuals who wish to leave a legacy for the Curtis Institute of Music by including the school as a beneficiary under their wills, trusts, life insurance policies, retirement plans, or other estate-planning arrangements. (List complete as of May 31, 2017.)

Anonymous (5)  
Carolyn Stanford Adams*  
James R. Adler*  
Nina and William Albert  
Tobe Amsterdam  
Charles A. Armitage*  
Eileen M. Baird  
Edith W. Barnes  
Jacqueline Eppinoff Bassis*  
Joanne DiMaria Bates*  
Frank S. Bayley  
Peter A. Benoliel  
George R. Bernato, Ph.D.  
Dr. Claire Boasi  
Blair J. Bollinger*  
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz  
Jeanne M. Boone  
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Bowers  
Luther W. Brady, M.D.  
David E. Brinson  
Joseph P. Brinton 3d.+  
Steven and Colleen Brooks  
Anthony J. Brown  
Andrew D. Brownstein  
Blanche Burton-Lyles*  
Norman Carol*  
Pearl Miller Carpel  
Robert J. Carwithen*  
Mark Cedel*  
Marjorie Gibson Chauvel*  
Anthony P. Checchia*  
Dr. and Mrs. Harris R. Clearfield  
Patricia Conway  
James and Cynthia Cook  
Margaret S. Cooke  
Peter S. Cressman  
Julie P. Curson  
Miles* and Susan Davis  
Susan D. DeCamp  
Dorothy J. del Bueno, Ed.D.  
Walter+ and Eleanor+ deVaderzsky  
Roberto Díaz*  
Evan and Mary Ann Dunnell  
Bernard L. Edelstein  
Frederick and Barbara Engstrom  
Anne C. Ewers  
W. Rowe+ and Anne T. Fesperman  
Bayard R. Fiechter  
Robert Fitzpatrick*  
Edward V. Foreman*  
Barbara and Leonard Frank  
Beverly Werner Freeman  
Charles C. and Judith Durkin Freyer  
Edith Evans Frumin*  
Dinah F. Fulton  
Andrew G. Geoghegan  
George W. Gephart Jr.  
John J. Givens*  
Elizabeth P. Glendinning  
Barbara A. Gold*, in honor of  
Eleanor B. Sokoloff◊  
Rachel Bok Goldman  
Dr. Harriet Goodman◊  
Jeanne Lorraine Goodson, in memory of  
Wilhelmina Hoffman*  
Bruce Jay Gould, M.D.  
Gary* and Naomi Graffman  
Adele H. Gray  
Daron Aric Hagen*  
Nancy S. Halpern  
Laura C. Hart  
Helene Hathaway Layton  
Carol A. Hauptfuhrer  
Rita E. and Gustave M. Hauser  
Gary and Linda Hauze◊  
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard G. Heinzen  
Alan and Nancy Hirsig  
Marsha Hunter*  
Nancy and Rodney Johnson  
Lois Gering Jungas*  
Toni Kalam*  
Plato S.* and Dorothy Krebill* Karayanis  
Carole W. and Samuel H. Karsch  
Jerome Kay, M.D.+  
James H. Kelleher and  
Derrik R. G. Morris  
D. Scott+ and Carol Kelley  
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Kilmer  
Bobby Ellen Kimbel, Ph.D.  
Peter King  
Kenneth Kogan  
Deborah Komins  
Judy Krasnov, in memory of  
Jascha Brodsky*  
Felix G.*+ and Marcia H. Kraus  
Ronald E. Kressman*  
Ottlie V. Laden  
Dr. Helen J. Lapsley  
Robin and Kathie Ledwith  
Bong S. Lee, M.D.  
Owen and Chieh Chang* Lee  
Gerry and Marguerite Lenfest  
Howard and Bernice Levinson  
Florence Levy  
Michael Licitra  
Carol S. and Howard L. Lidz  
Gie and Lisa Liem◊  
William S. Loeb  
Gary Logsdon*  
Avron J. Maletzky, M.D.  
Sandra and David Marshall  
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Matarrese  
Sondra Matesky  
Winifred W. Mayes*  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCarthy  
Evelyn L. McCarty*  
Dr. Donald G. McDonald*  
Daniel S. McDougall*  
David McGill*  
Dr. Kenneth M. McNeil  
Susan and Frank Mechura  
John J. Medveckis  
Phyllis Melhado  
Madelyn Mignatti  
Edward and Susan+ Montgomery  
Alan Morrison*  
Barbara Moskow*  
Ronald and Barbara Nelson  
C. Richard Neu  
John A. Nyheim  
Jennifer Orchard*

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased
Paul Pardys, D.D.S.+
Purdue Paul
Rose Paul
R. Anderson Pew
Sharman Plesner*
Robert Pollack
John W. Pruett*
Cynthia Raim*
Helen K. Rehl
Heide Rice, M.D.*
Martin Riskin
Marian Robinson and
Benjamin E. Zuckerman
Dr. Milton L. Rock
Dr. Sevgi B. Rodan
Aaron Rosand*
Dr. Harry Rosenthal
Mrs. Samuel R. Rossman
Joanne Rubell
Brett Rubinson
Constance Scheurer
Enid Curtis Bok Schoettle
Cecilia Segawa Seigle
Michael and Julie Serber◊
Robert and Joan Shaffer
Richard A. Shapp*
Martha J. Sheil*
Samuel R. Shipley
Lisa Karen Shusko
Steven P. Singer, M.D. and
Alan Salzman, M.D.
Ronald D. Smith, M.D.
Amanda W. Smoot
Dr. Noel Snyder*
Eleanor B. Sokoloff◊
John G. Sommer
Martin P. Stepper*
Jonathan Sternberg
Charles Sterne III
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Stevenson IV
Erna Szekeres
Arlene and Irving◊ Tashlick
James Testa
Shirley Trepel*
Benita Valente*
Anthony Vigilante*
Thomas G. Waldman
Claudia Walker*
Penelope Wike Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Weinstein
Alex◊◊ and Marguerite Wilson
Eleanor Winslow
Elizabeth A. Wright
Efrem Zimbalist III
Raymond and Joan Zumoff

* alumnus/alumna  ◊ Curtis parent  + deceased
FOUNDATION AND GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

The Curtis Institute of Music gratefully acknowledges the following private foundations, trusts, and government agencies, whose generous grants provide vital support for our programs, performances, and special projects. (List includes gifts or pledges made between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017.)

$50,000 and above
- Daniel W. Dietrich II Foundation
- The Edwin B. Garrigues Foundation
- The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
- The Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation
- Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency
- The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage
- Harold and Helene Schonberg Pianist Scholarship Trust
- Wyncote Foundation

$10,000 to $49,999
- ArtistYear
- Ernestine Bacon Cairns Trust
- Dolphinger-McMahon Foundation
- Sidney E. Frank Foundation
- Sonia Raiziss Giop Charitable Foundation
- Syde Hurdu Foundation, Inc.
- The Leo Model Foundation
- National Endowment for the Arts
- Park Foundation
- The Philadelphia Cultural Fund
- The Scholler Foundation

Up to $10,000
- AmazonSmile Foundation
- Louis N. Cassett Foundation
- Council for Canadian American Relations
- Marguerite Festorazzi Trust
- William Goldman Foundation
- Jephson Educational Trusts
- Christian R. & Mary F. Lindback Foundation
- The Musical Fund Society of Philadelphia
- The Presser Foundation
- Fannie Rubinstein & Frederick Goldman Memorial Fund
- Shoshana Foundation

CURTIS CORPORATE PARTNERS

We express sincere appreciation to the following corporations and professional firms for their gifts to the Curtis Annual Fund. Their generosity makes an impact in the health and vibrancy of the school and its essential programs. (List includes gifts or pledges made between June 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017.)

**Virtuoso**
- $20,000 and above
  - BNP Paribas
  - Cooke & Bieler
  - Hirtle, Callaghan & Co.
  - Wells Fargo

- **Soloist**
  - $10,000 to $19,999
    - Blank Rome LLP
    - Crown Holdings, Inc.
    - Karma Agency
    - Shearman & Sterling LLP

- **Principal**
  - $5,000 to $9,999
    - Colonial Consulting, LLC
    - Invesco, Ltd.
    - Parkhurst Dining
    - PECO
    - Waverly Heights Retirement Community
    - Zaretten Rehab and Fitness

- **Chorus**
  - $2,500 to $4,999
    - D’Addario Foundation

- **Performer**
  - $1,000 to $2,499
    - Allied Universal Security Services
    - Brandywine Global Investment Management
    - Avedis Zildjian Company

- **Additional Support Provided by**
  - Academy Chiropractic Center